The future of freight
How new technology and new thinking can transform how goods are moved
Deloitte's Center for Integrated Research focuses on developing fresh perspectives on critical business issues that cut across industry and function, from the rapid change of emerging technologies to the consistent factor of human behavior. We uncover deep, rigorously justified insights and look at transformative topics in new ways, delivering new thinking in a variety of formats, such as research articles, short videos, or in-person workshops.

The entire way we travel from point A to point B is changing. This transformation is creating a new ecosystem of personal mobility, with implications affecting more than just the automotive industry. Deloitte serves the entire ecosystem of companies working in and around mobility.
Monique needs a new lens for a photo shoot tomorrow morning. Scrambling, she looks for one online and finds a good choice from a reputable retailer. But she doesn't work regular hours, and her apartment is in a high-rise with no doorman. A “Sorry We Missed You!” slip is not an option.

As Monique browses, the retailer’s software is automatically looking across its inventory in distribution centers, fulfillment centers, stores, and trucks while dynamically incorporating transit costs from parcel carriers, rate bureaus, and its private fleet. Through real-time scenario analysis, the retailer identifies that a lens is in a truck on its way to a store near Monique’s default shipping address, and it could be efficiently diverted.

At the online checkout, Monique is presented with two shipping options: standard two-day shipping through a parcel carrier’s network or same-day shipping to a self-serve smart locker. Since her photo shoot is in the morning, Monique selects the expedited smart-locker option.

As soon as Monique clicks “Buy,” instructions are cascaded throughout the network to seamlessly enable the delivery. As the truck containing Monique’s lens is being unloaded at the store, the receiving agent is notified to set aside the item for high-priority delivery. The agent packages the lens and adds a smart label to the box so that it can be tracked through the cloud.

In parallel, the retailer’s algorithm dynamically matches its high-priority delivery needs with available capacity in the market through an online platform. An independent transportation company accepted Monique’s delivery through the platform—it has vans in the area making other deliveries. Later that day, a small, electric van arrives to pick up Monique’s lens and other high-priority deliveries from the store.

As the items are being loaded into the van, custody is tracked through the cloud so the retailer—and Monique—have visibility into the location of the lens in real time. As the van rolls away from the store,
the most efficient route is dynamically calculated based on drop-offs and forecasted traffic conditions. When the van arrives at the assigned smart locker—owned by yet another company—the driver places Monique’s lens in a particular compartment using a unique code.

After the locker receives Monique’s package, and a number of others, it moves to a location near Monique’s default shipping address, since there are a number of customers picking up packages in that area. Monique is notified on her smartphone that her lens is ready for pickup.

On her way home that evening, she swings by the locker. The order code that gives her access to her compartment is on her phone; a few hours later, a different code on a different phone will open the same compartment for someone else’s transaction.

Shipping and the future of mobility

To get Monique’s specialty lens from a moving truck to her hands in under 24 hours, the lens didn’t ride on a large delivery truck through a static transportation network. It was delivered through a dynamic network that flexes based on capacity and demand. And most of the innovation in this scenario happened within a short radius of Monique’s home. The factory, distribution center, and freight that got her package across thousands of miles have all seen their share of new thinking. But for carriers battling the bottom-line effects of fuel and labor prices, it’s that fragmented time- and labor-intensive last mile that seems to carry a truckload of promise.

This article explores emerging trends within the transportation ecosystem and provides a framework for thinking about how digitization and new asset models could challenge existing business models. Along the way, it offers critical guidance to help both industry incumbents and new entrants determine where to place bets in the future of mobility. For those whose livelihoods depend on moving goods, the landscape is challenging, but it may also be a fertile field for the kind of leading-edge thinking that can turn complexity into opportunity.
TODAY’S transportation ecosystem is covering more miles with fewer vehicles and reaping the benefits of persistently low fuel prices. But pressures are appearing on the horizon.

Recent years have seen commercial truck sales decline, a trend that appears likely to continue. Deloitte’s research finds that “commercial vehicle manufacturers are expected to sell barely any more heavy and medium commercial vehicles in 2026 than they do today.” Yet analysts expect this static or shrinking fleet to move more goods: The freight tonnage moved by trucks is forecast to grow 27 percent between 2016 and 2027.

Additionally, analysts expect online sales to continue to grow as a share of overall retail sales, driving growth in the number of goods that would need to navigate the complexities of the last mile. This could put pressure on the last-mile providers to move an increasing volume of goods through the network. Additionally, an increase in online sales would generate an uptick in returns, meaning that the last-mile networks of tomorrow will need to be optimized for both delivery and pick-up, while handling a greater volume of goods.

When looking at an individual delivery, fuel and wages make up most of the cost, and because those are highly influenced by prevailing market forces, carriers typically have minimal control over those costs (see figure 1). The recent dip in crude oil prices has reduced the cost of a key input for the industry. Indeed, carriers have usually been able to turn volatility into profit: When fuel prices drop, margins expand, and when fuel prices rise, those increases usually get passed on to customers as a surcharge. But that pass-through isn’t absolute, and low oil prices likely won’t last forever. Indeed, low oil prices can even reduce transportation volumes for carriers within or adjacent to the energy industry, so they are not necessarily a boon to all.

Fuel is hardly the only factor with the potential to squeeze the bottom line. Since the 1980s, the trucking industry has experienced a labor shortage, much of it attributed to low wages, an aging workforce, and long-haul driving’s effects on overall health. Absent significant changes to the industry’s business model and talent pool, it may be difficult to see how carriers will attract the 890,000 new drivers that the American Trucking Associations (ATA) estimates will be needed through 2025 to meet rising demand. While this shortage is primarily affecting the long-haul segment, similar factors may affect other segments in years to come.
**BREAKING DOWN THE DELIVERY JOURNEY**

A typical package’s journey can be broken down into three phases: the first mile, middle mile, and last mile. While the *first mile* of an item’s trip usually takes it from a production facility to a warehouse, and the *middle mile* then takes it from that warehouse to a distribution hub (usually including the long haul that accounts for most of the actual distance), the *last mile* is where large shipments of goods atomize into hundreds or thousands of individual deliveries, each with its own route, location, and timing. Until now, major carriers have used big infrastructure investments and economies of scale to dominate this environment. But we expect the ways in which goods move about to change. New technologies and market dynamics look poised to reshape every stage of a product’s journey—especially the last mile.

**Traffic report: Tech and social trends expected to shape the new reality**

Against this backdrop, the transportation ecosystem faces new pressures from multiple directions: Most customers want more options while digitization makes more possible, new delivery concepts are possible in urban areas where destinations and recipients are concentrated, asset sharing may change the calculus of “ownership,” and alternative vehicle types may alter the ways in which time and labor influence the bottom line. Ultimately, these trends will likely affect stakeholders across the ecosystem (see figure 2).

**Figure 2. Influence of trends on stakeholders across the ecosystem**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customers</th>
<th>Individuals/businesses buying goods through retailers and e-commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Increased delivery speed: Drive to decrease time between order placement and order receipt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lower shipping price: Desire for insight into different price points and “free” shipping options included in a subscription (e.g., Amazon Prime)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Flexible destinations: Push for flexibility on location to pick up a package (home vs. smart locker)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Dynamic shipments: Ability to divert a package mid-shipment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Easy returns: Desire for hassle-free, low-cost returns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Simple tracking: Ability to seamlessly track individual orders throughout the journey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retailers</th>
<th>Amazon, Target, and Macy’s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Shifted shipping mix: Rebalance the shipping portfolio (e.g., third parties vs. in-house)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increased customer insight: Provide insight into customers through digital touchpoints</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Enhanced visibility: Enhance visibility to shipments, both internally and externally sourced</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Distributed distribution: Increase the need for distribution centers near urban centers to enhance delivery speed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Proliferation of shipping options: Create need to vary service level (e.g., expedite for key customers, deliver to locker)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carriers</th>
<th>US Postal Service, FedEx, and XPO Logistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Reduced cost: Reduce the cost structure of each individual delivery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increased accuracy: Help to manage the network to achieve higher accuracy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Analytic insights: Enable predictive and prescriptive insights from network data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increased utilization: Increase utilized capacity and throughput</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Shifted talent base: Enhance returns on hiring and retaining skilled labor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increased safety: Minimize accidents and lower insurance costs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Deloitte analysis.*
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Consumers’ expectations for shipping are rising: For example, a 2016 Deloitte study found that most consider “fast shipping” to be within two days, while just a year earlier most said it was within three or four days. Even as customers’ expectations have increased, though, their willingness to pay for fast shipping has fallen, with 64 percent unwilling to pay anything extra for two-day shipping. And from the consumer’s point of view, all miles—first, middle, last—are equal. They just want it NOW.

They also “want to know.” Transparency about the status of their goods and control over delivery location and timing are both under increasing demand. In one recent survey, nearly half of online shoppers reported abandoning a seller due to poor order tracking and transparency.

These new demands come in the midst of the continued shift toward e-commerce. Increased Internet access and better tools for online shopping have been driving a growing volume of shipments and the proliferation of possible delivery locations for companies engaged in delivering goods. During 2016, for example, the Deloitte Holiday Survey found, for the first time, that customers planned to spend just as much online as in stores. This was unsurprising given the overall growth in e-commerce: According to US government estimates, e-commerce sales rose nearly 15 percent from 2015 to 2016.

As the balance of sales has moved from brick-and-mortar to online, the demands on the transportation network have shifted, making shipping more complex. Where a single truck once moved a large load from a distribution center to a single retail location, the same volume of goods may now travel the last mile on many trucks—each of which may be less than full—with less predictable routing to stores, smart lockers, and individual homes.

Or not homes. While many of these trends are most pronounced with consumers, businesses are beginning to ask for similar value creation in B2B transactions. One survey found that in Canada, nearly half of all businesses that receive less-than-full truckload freight service are now asking for specialized or expedited deliveries to meet their operational needs.

Digitization

Barcode scanners have been in use for years. Freight companies are no strangers to the use of IT. And connectivity is at their core—it’s no coincidence that telegraph lines originally ran along stagecoach and rail routes, or that truckers relied on CB radios long before smartphones made instantaneous two-way communication blasé. But today, all these forces—sensors, computing power, and the ability to connect—are coming together with unprecedented power.

As a result, the ability to extract value from data is a large and possibly growing opportunity and could be a source of competitive advantage for carriers. The size of the global commercial vehicle telematics market was approximately $2.4 billion in 2016. While 95 percent of this is currently from hardware, analysts expect that figure to fall dramatically amid falling hardware costs and rising software revenues. By 2026, the market is forecast to be $10.9 billion, with software representing nearly $8.7 billion.

Having committed to such a large role for data, carriers could find it more and more necessary to maintain the ability to collect and make sense of it.
If yesterday’s version of digitization measured route efficiency and increased preventative maintenance effectiveness, today’s version is beginning to monitor individual operators’ driving styles and the way they contribute to things such as tire wear.19

Going forward, more than four out of five industry professionals see the greatest value from digitization in fleet management, especially in routing optimization.20 More than three-quarters also believe this technology applies to driver and safety features, giving trucking companies the ability to record, coach, and improve driving behavior.21 Carriers could even use this information to demand lower insurance premiums based on good driving behavior. It is no wonder that telematics sales are forecast to grow at 16 percent a year for the next decade—a stronger growth than forecast for the trucks themselves.22 (See sidebar “The dollars in the details.”)

New urban supply concepts

The trouble with pickup timing is that it’s a two-person dance. If each of the participants—the deliverer and the recipient—could operate on her own timetable, the resulting flexibility could drive efficiency elsewhere in the system. For this reason, retailers and logistics companies have pushed for models and technologies in the last mile to shorten time and distance to delivery.

One step is to slow or even reverse the proliferation of delivery destinations. That’s the reasoning behind the smart locker—an accessible but secure location that provides retailers, logistics companies, businesses, and individuals with spaces to temporarily store goods for customers to pick up at a later time. With smart lockers, retailers can combine multiple drop-offs into a single delivery. The access codes recipients use to get their packages can also improve tracking. And some lockers are more than smart—they’re mobile, able to meet delivery workers at different points throughout the city, minimize the time between deliveries, and allow workers to complete more jobs in less time with less stress. That means increased efficiency for the overall network, but mobile lockers can also add complexity to a system that already has many moving pieces.

Increasing digitization of the fleet through the application of sensors and integration of data from across the supply chain could enable carriers to create a virtual model of the network. This model can be used to compute and compare multiple scenarios in real time, enhancing decision making—much like Monique’s photo equipment retailer did to determine shipping options for her lens.28

This could be just the beginning: Smart contracts enabled by blockchain technology are emerging and are expected to enable more efficient and secure collaboration among players. For example, some large transportation companies are working to digitize paper-based processes by using blockchain’s digital ledger, enabling secure information exchange between supply chain partners.24 In Singapore, FreshTurf is building an open platform based on blockchain technology that allows customers and carriers to trace a package all the way from shipment to smart locker.27

THE DOLLARS IN THE DETAILS

Even with today’s technology, digitization offers quantifiable benefits for trucking:

- One company was able to save $1.3 million in annual fuel costs across its 1,000-vehicle fleet by identifying available trucks and adapting the routes of all vehicles.23
- Testing shows that telematics can reduce crash rates by 20 percent and highway speeding by 42 percent.24
- Preventive maintenance can reduce breakdowns by 75 percent.25

Even comparatively low-tech solutions can pay big dividends when it comes to last-mile delivery. As delivery volumes increase and units per delivery fall, especially in dense urban areas, simply locating distribution centers closer to cities can cut costs and delivery times.29 (“Simply,” granted, can often entail the significant expense associated with establishing a new warehouse in an often-pricier location.30) Taking this approach a step further, distributed inventory models—effectively, fulfilling deliveries with goods already located at brick-and-mortar
stores—can be effective when delivery volumes are limited and to-your-door speed is a priority. The apotheosis of these trends is a rolling inventory model, in which every unsold good, no matter its location, is a candidate for delivery.

Asset sharing

Just as carsharing and ridesharing have challenged traditional models of personal movement—including, for some, the very idea of owning a car—so too could greater sharing of commercial vehicles prompt a rethinking of how carriers operate.

Sharing assets also can allow transportation companies to accomplish more and take better advantage of their own networks’ capacities. For example, by leveraging an adjacent network, a regional carrier could use others’ assets to deliver outside its typical area, increasing the utilization of its own assets by extending its reach. Regional parcel carriers already collaborate, but technology could help reduce coordination costs and broaden their range.

Interfacing with an adjacent network is one opportunity; integrating an existing network with a shared network is another. A transparent, real-time platform that offers shippers, drivers, and customers visibility into real-time capacity and demand would increase asset utilization and make pricing more representative of the market—just the type of platform that enabled Monique to get her lens on a moment’s notice. This kind of crowdsourcing may let couriers expand their capacity at peak times and avoid paying costly overtime wages by using retired workers or other third parties to take on incremental jobs. Some start-ups, such as Seattle-based Convoy, are already building on this idea, and as the technology matures it may become a larger part of the transportation portfolio. This could provide the transparency and responsiveness needed to help address stakeholders’ increasing demands.

However, creating an integrated platform that links multiple carriers together remains a challenge. It might make an already-complex network management challenge even more intricate, even as existing systems are under stress from growing demands for speed and real-time transparency. Add in the complexity of insurance coverage limits, liability, and regulatory requirements for certain types of shipments (for example, temperature-controlled or hazardous chemicals) and the solution quickly becomes more complicated than a typical ridesharing application.

Despite the technological and regulatory challenges of integrating shared platforms into complex distribution networks, shippers would also need to contend with other trade-offs. Many use the delivery point as an opportunity to attain customer insights and even cross-sell and up-sell, so they would need to consider alternative ways to maintain customer proximity. Additionally, some shippers may be uncomfortable with their products sharing a truck with those of a competitor.

NEW NEED, NEW TECH: START-UPS BEGIN TO FILL THE VOID

A number of start-up companies have emerged to create platforms that connect carriers with customers and independent contractors.

First mile

Freightos—an integrated quote management system of carriers and forwarders provides greater transparency in just minutes on prices for cross-border freight shipments.

Middle mile

Convoy—a platform that connects local truck drivers to area shippers to fulfill less-than-full-truckload and full-truckload requests, introducing greater competition and optionality, as well as minimizing backhaul. Where many truckers once delivered a shipment and drove back empty, they are now able to track demand and pick up new jobs on the return trip.

Last mile

Dropoff—a courier system that uses independent contractors and their own vehicles to offer same-day delivery within a city: insured, bonded, and certified to emphasize quality.
Alternative vehicles

There is another parallel between personal transportation and freight hauling: With promises of greater fuel efficiency and improved safety, the progressive adoption of electric cars has found its way to the trucking industry.

It’s no mystery why many find battery-powered and fuel-cell electric vehicles attractive—they promise higher energy efficiency, lower emissions, greater energy diversity, lower maintenance costs, and new vehicle designs. The technology still has maturing to do, but even as they stand, electric vehicles are expected to make up 35 percent of new light-duty vehicle sales by 2040. A year ago, Nikola Motors revealed a completely electric, hydrogen-fueled truck with an 800- to 1,200-mile range and 1,000 horsepower—twice the amount of a typical diesel truck.

Because their limited emissions are matched (for now) by limited range, electric trucks have made the most sense in crowded urban areas—the traditional stomping grounds of the critical last mile. In conquering this territory, they’re abetted by environmental regulations that shut diesel trucks out of some areas. Cities have also made it easier to set up charging stations where they’re needed, so a carrier could employ a large fleet of smaller trucks with short range, thereby drastically reducing the price of fuel per delivery. Tesla is working to develop heavy-duty trucks for high-density urban transport that promise to reduce the cost of cargo and improve safety. Dense areas may also enable high-speed, inductive charging infrastructure so vehicles can charge at different points along their routes, obviating the need to return to a central location to plug in.

Drones represent another new possibility for the freight business. Delivery via drone seems to just be crossing the threshold from science fiction to operable reality. Rather than replacing trucks, drones may become an excellent complement to them within larger freight systems, since they can take on many short-distance deliveries in a cost-effective manner; some companies are even experimenting with launching drones from the trucks themselves.

While talk of this emerging technology is still heard most often in speculative settings, some companies are already experimenting with drone delivery; one Chinese company deploys drones to deliver 500 parcels a day to cities and rural areas. Meanwhile, in the United Kingdom, Amazon is partnering with the government to test drone parcel delivery. Ultimately, the technology will likely need to mature to be viable in densely populated cities such as New York, though rural areas with poor infrastructure could become a proving ground for the technology.

Nonetheless, drones must surmount legal and financial hurdles as well as technological ones. To become a serious component of the delivery business, they must overcome both government regulation and high operational costs. For now, the technology really makes sense for carriers only when delivery time is critical, customers are willing to pay, and few other options exist.

Those are only the most prominent innovations. In the high-volume, high-demand jungle of the last mile, almost anything may be worth trying. For example, some carriers in China are capping their equipment-heavy package journeys with last-mile travel by a more traditional means: bicycle teams.

To give these new delivery methods a head start, some companies have turned to pre-planning technology, order management software, and dynamic routing tools that can combine with alternative options to help carriers improve delivery efficiency.

Some carriers in China are capping their equipment-heavy package journeys with last-mile travel by a more traditional means: bicycle teams.
The new route

How can carriers not only adjust to these changing circumstances but profit from them? There are two elements of the delivery journey they need to understand and re-master: ownership and visibility. The ways in which these two dimensions develop and converge to influence the state of the first, middle, and last miles could have a deep influence on the fate of the transportation ecosystem.

Ownership of the delivery journey represents the concentration of asset ownership—in other words, the number of asset owners employed to complete the delivery journey. Today, ownership is relatively concentrated, but in the future, platforms will likely create opportunities for more diffuse ownership by increasing access to excess network capacity and diverse assets with low switching costs. Ultimately, this would enable asset-light models for some players while creating an environment in which niche transportation providers can proliferate.

Visibility into the delivery journey is a measure of the types of data available, the frequency that it is available, and the way that it can be used to make decisions. The rise of IoT technology and blockchain promises to create a high-volume and high-velocity data environment, and sophisticated analytics will likely create opportunities for insight such as dynamic routing and anticipatory shipping.

Combined, these two dimensions of the freight journey—ownership and visibility—suggest four potential “future states” of the movement of goods (see figure 3).

Figure 3. The future states of the movement of goods

The extent of the type of data available, the frequency of availability, and how it is used to make decisions:

- The rise of IoT technology and blockchain is expected to enable high volumes and velocity of data (e.g., location, vehicle wear, available capacity, traffic, real-time custody)
- Increasingly sophisticated analytics would create opportunities for insight such as dynamic routing and anticipatory shipping
Future states for the last mile

This framework can apply to the first, middle, and last mile of the extended transportation industry. However, given the level of complexity and innovation currently taking place in the last mile, this section will focus there.

State 1: Incremental change

Customer expectations around shipping continue to rise, but inefficiencies within the ecosystem make meeting those expectations challenging; therefore, e-commerce and home delivery represent a significant but not preponderant share of total shipments. Ecosystem players use third-party assets to augment their fleets, but transactional frictions remain. Players sign contracts far in advance to ensure access to third-party assets or rely on human brokers to manually find extra capacity in the marketplace. Platforms continue to emerge, but the challenge of integrating them into the business persists. Ultimately, these frictions result in excess capacity remaining in the transportation network and limit the integration of niche offerings into the supply chain.

Varied deployment of telematics and connected vehicle technologies inform owners and operators about the status of their own fleets, but the availability of data about the ecosystem as a whole is limited. Many processes remain paper-based, especially those involving an exchange between two players. Analytics are largely descriptive and rely on humans for interpretation and decision making. With limited data and analytical capability, inefficiencies in the transportation network abound.

State 2: A world of digital insight

Increasingly prevalent deployment of telematics and IoT technology generates a significant volume of data about the fleet. Processes are no longer paper-based but reside in the cloud, expanding the digital data set. The most forward-thinking carriers and retailers continue to build their digital capabilities as the volume of data and the computer power to process it both increase. These companies gain real-time insight into their own supply chains, which improves accuracy and permits more efficient use of capacity. Predictive analytics help them better stock inventory by type and location, which means the right products are ready at the right place and time. Analytics change the cost equation, allowing businesses to create price differentials that they can pass to customers as savings. However, the last mile remains strained because excess capacity is not shared, so local optimization, as opposed to ecosystem-wide optimization, remains the norm.

State 3: Rise of sharing

Sharing platforms become increasingly relevant and an integral part of the ecosystem, even more important than human brokers and typical contractual arrangements. These platforms reduce switching costs and drive a proliferation of third-party shipping options, making the last mile of delivery extremely fragmented. This complexity is offset by increased vehicle utilization, which reduces the cost per delivery. Platforms make integrating additional shipping options such as bikes, drones, and smart lockers easier for businesses, helping to meet ever-rising customer expectations. A few platforms emerge as the dominant players in the market and effectively coordinate the fragmented last mile. Larger, integrated players compete against the dominant platforms on price and service level. With data as the new currency, there is limited sharing between the dominant platforms and the larger, integrated players, leaving inefficiency in the ecosystem.
State 4: A new age of integration

The creation of digital markets for the movement of goods enables packages to be delivered at the right place at the right time by the right method, resulting in lower costs and greater convenience across the ecosystem. These markets are made more efficient by integrating and distributing data flows from multiple sources—from vehicles and distribution centers to individual packages, giving customers and shippers constant real-time access to the location and status of their goods and assets. Smart, mobile lockers dynamically move throughout a city, all linked by a digital platform that any in-network carrier can securely access. Carriers and retailers routinely and easily source third-party providers for the last mile, reducing both the cost and speed of delivery. If it isn’t nailed down, it’s a potential means of delivery. Bikers, walkers, drivers, drones, cabs—they’re all available to get a package from point A to point B safely, reliably, and on time.

The carriers and retailers that can place themselves at the center of this digital ecosystem are the ones likely to thrive. While we expect consolidation among the players at the center of the ecosystem, a host of niche providers and informal, part-time couriers will likely proliferate, seizing last-mile market share.

If it isn’t nailed down, it’s a potential means of delivery. Bikers, walkers, drivers, drones, cabs—they’re all available to get a package from point A to point B safely, reliably, and on time.
Pathways to a new age of integration for the last mile

We expect the overarching trends discussed at the beginning of this article to continue into the future, pushing the last mile from the current state into a new age of integration. The relative power of these trends could influence how the future state evolves from today into the future, but it seems clear that the landscape is shifting (see figure 4).

Figure 4. Influence of trends on the pathway to a new age of integration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current state</th>
<th>Trends</th>
<th>A new age of integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Customer expectations</strong></td>
<td>Customers consider “fast shipping” two days or less, with some willing to pay a premium</td>
<td>As competition intensifies, retailers continue to build omnichannel capabilities to meet and exceed customer expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Digitization</strong></td>
<td>Telematics and infrastructure technologies inform owners and operators but do not substantially guide decisions</td>
<td>Carriers and retailers gain tremendous insight into fleet utilization, helping optimize overall efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New supply chain concepts</strong></td>
<td>Many customers still are inconvenienced by the need to travel to a physical location to shop and pick up deliveries</td>
<td>Carriers and retailers can better predict patterns in local demand, allowing them to stock inventory and make drop-offs in convenient locations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asset sharing</strong></td>
<td>Ridesharing platforms continue to emerge, but the challenge of connecting business platforms remains</td>
<td>Retailers benefit from an array of third parties providing additional capacity during peak demand, flexibility to enter new markets, and pricing optionality to match customer expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alternative vehicles</strong></td>
<td>Fuel remains a top cost in freight transportation and an opportunity for savings</td>
<td>Carriers utilize bikes, robots, short-range electric vehicles, and other last-mile options</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Deloitte analysis.
NO ONE AT THE WHEEL? AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES AND THE MOVEMENT OF GOODS

Autonomous technology may someday make it practical for trucks to move packages with minimal human involvement, reducing operating costs and increasing safety on the roads.

Already, some companies are making significant progress in creating a truck that can go from coast to coast with no driver and no stops. Traditionally, labor represents about three-quarters of the $4,500 it costs to get a full tractor-trailer load from Los Angeles to New York. Autonomous vehicles could not only remove that cost, but also eliminate the stops required by driver time-out laws. A human needs eight hours downtime and can’t drive more than 11 hours a day. By moving 24 hours a day, autonomous trucks could increase the capacity of the US transportation network by 100 percent for 25 percent of the cost.48

But making these systems widespread is easier said than done. The training, costs, and capabilities it could take to implement autonomy would squeeze smaller operators who lack the scale to “go digital” and may be unable to attract or retain the talent that a more sophisticated operation requires. Low margins across the industry, limited capital reserves, talent challenges, and the realities of daily financial needs may put smaller players at risk of becoming commodity transportation methods.

And as advanced as the technology appears to be, companies may find it’s the easy part. Having the capital to implement autonomy at scale may be the larger obstacle to widespread adoption. No matter how high-tech one truck’s system may be, autonomy won’t work unless OEMs, infrastructure planners, and other third parties make corresponding advances.

And for years to come, liability and security rules, as well as labor unions, may require that even a fully autonomous vehicle still have a driver on board, in which case the promised labor savings won’t fully materialize. However, autonomous technology could enable regulation changes allowing drivers to work additional hours. Even one additional hour of work could increase productivity by nearly 10 percent, helping to put a dent in the forecasted driver shortage.49

Because of these and other limitations, autonomy may make its earliest advances in the first and middle miles, where driving is less complex. For example, driverless trucks could move goods over highway routes to distribution centers. While technology would drive this potential, the limiting factors may be more traditional: the perception of safety, for one, and the availability of the necessary capital.

A different possible future would see the last mile as the frontier for autonomous vehicles. Technologies and practices first developed for the taxi industry may help freight carriers negotiate the complexity of in-town delivery. Or autonomous delivery robots could assist drivers with heavy loads or postal carriers with arms full of mail.

Ultimately, if autonomous shipping becomes sufficiently ubiquitous, the capacity it represents could become a system of “mobile inventory,” in which vehicles on the move amount to rolling warehouses that make up a truly dynamic supply chain.

What it means, and where to start

The farther you look down the road of speculation, the easier it is to indulge the imagination, and the fuzzier the details become. But there are compelling reasons to believe that the movement of goods, particularly over the last mile, will evolve through the future states we have described.

We already see companies actively looking for asset-light transportation models. And at the same time, the growth of digitization and analytics shows no sign of slowing, as companies continue to invest in
the hardware, software, and capabilities required to build more transparency into their networks.

Given the potential pace of change in the last mile, retailers should consider:

**Making stores multipurpose.** With the rise in e-commerce, the store’s role could evolve to become a showroom to sample products before buying. Additionally, it could serve as a departure point for same-day shipments to customers, even enabling alternate forms of delivery such as bicycle or drone. Ultimately, companies may need to rethink how their store strategy supports a more compressed supply chain while offering a differentiated customer experience. This is especially important given pressures to monetize square footage, but companies will likely need to build the capabilities to manage the complexities that come with a next-generation retail space and a more complex delivery network.

**Making delivery a differentiator for your customers.** Delivery is no longer adjacent to the value proposition. More and more, sellers are using differentiated delivery to win customers through speed, tracking, white-glove service, and even high-end packaging. This can be especially important if transportation services are a critical part of your value proposition—for example, through omnichannel retail models.

For **carriers**, these changes in the ecosystem suggest they should consider:

**Refreshing partnership strategies.** Some customers may hesitate to make investments in new capabilities given the fast pace of change, so partnering with your most forward-thinking customers to build mutual capabilities could well serve both parties. For example, a carrier could work with a retailer to test drone delivery for select customers who value the fastest possible delivery and who fancy themselves early adopters of new technology.

**Building the fleet of the future.** Many carriers are already investing in telematics to build a connected fleet, and those investments will likely continue; collecting the data is the first step toward insight. Those that are more forward-looking may also look to experiment with semi-autonomous or electric vehicles, or with sharing platforms, to stay on the leading edge. Exploring small-scale pilots in targeted areas—for example, where weather and traffic are predictable or charging infrastructure abundant—can be helpful.

**Using data as a differentiator.** As telematics become commonplace and IoT applications proliferate, the volume of available data will likely grow exponentially. To maximize value, companies need to draw actionable insights from this data, in real time. Increasingly, collating the data, analyzing it, and making a decision a day or week later is becoming table stakes. Creating algorithms to make real-time decisions (for example, re-routing) could be the major differentiator. For carriers, that likely means building capabilities to rapidly analyze and act on the information being collected and—just as daunting—creating a culture of data-based decision making. But the potential rewards could be substantial: Carrier executives can use the insights to make the fleet more efficient or to grow the business by identifying customer needs.

---

**To meet this new world of demand, ecosystem players should understand the ways different new technologies and practices are evolving.**

**Less room for error, but plenty of room for improvement**

Today, customers such as Monique often expect a level of service that their parents would have considered the stuff of science fiction. They are more likely to have living arrangements and daily routines that make traditional porch-drop delivery untenable. And they see delivery as an integral part of
the seller’s responsibility. If you’re the carrier, that means the companies that ship with you are putting more than packages on your trucks. More than ever, you are delivering their reputations.

To meet this new world of demand, ecosystem players should understand the ways different new technologies and practices are evolving. And just as importantly, they should master the timing. Knowing the stages of change that lie ahead for the market as a whole, and especially for the last mile, may be the key to knowing which investments to make at which time. Without an informed view, it’s too easy to overextend or fall behind.

Will your customers receive same-day, driverless delivery of every good they buy starting next week? Probably not. But these trends point ahead in very clear lines. To flourish, companies should trust in one of their oldest skills: seeing the road ahead.
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